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 Well, it’s the first issue of 2011 for
RCMW and we hope you enjoy our online maga-
zine for another year of news, reviews, projects,
hints and plans.

 John Worth has turned the editing, pub-
lishing and subscription operations over to me and
I am deeply conscious of the difficulty of trying to
follow in his shoes.  But, John will continue to be
the guiding hand behind the scenes and hopefully
will help to keep me out of trouble over the com-
ing year.

 John is still involved with public relations
and gathering material for his regular “What’s
New” column.  He must spend a lot of time at his
new laptop computer to keep up with all of the
developments and contacts with his modeling
friends of many decades.

 Martin Newell, creator of the incredibly
detailed B-25 model, photos of which appeared in
the last issue has told us a bit about his methods
and the time it takes to create such marvels.

Cloud 9

 Chris Moes, one of our Canadian contribu-
tors has also come up with a neat design, his take
on Bill Dean’s DUO MONOPLANE.  Instead of
the original Jetex power it now runs on a pair of
electric ducted fans.

 Bob Aberle provided extensive coverage
of the new Spektrum brick which fits nicely in an
area between the very small and larger Micro RC
models.

 Another chapter of Dick Adams’ continu-
ing saga with micro helicopters is also here for
your perusal.  Dick talks about upgrades and
“More Power”

 FUDDY DUDDY, by John Krouse gives
details on converting this formerly FF electric to a
nice running Micro RC flying machine.

 THE PLAN PLACE will be a continuing
feature by your editor, providing old and new
designs.  New designs by our contributors and old
designed suitable for or scaled to Micro RC size.
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 RC Micro World is dedicated to provid-
ing the latest news and developments about the
wonderful world of the smallest flying model
aircraft.  We specialize in models weighing no
more than 6 ounces and using no more than 30
watts if powered by electric motors.

 If you are already a paid subscriber you
know all about the news, technical articles, re-
sources and projects that we provide.  If you are
a visitor to our on-line magazine here is infor-
mation about becoming a paid subscriber.

 RCMW has always been a subscription
based on-line magazine and will continue to be
so, except with one major difference.  Now any-
one can read each issue whether a subscriber or
not.  Well, you say, why should I pay for some-
thing that I can get for free?  Good question and
here area a couple of answers.

 Some of the features of our on-line mag-
azine are only available to paid subscribers.  In
each issue the plans for the construction project
models are available to paid subscribers as full
size PDF files.  These files can be printed on the
large printer/plotters that are now common at
office supply stores such as Staples, Office De-
pot or Kinkos at very low cost.

 In all issues there will also be additional
plans and 3-Views of designs from the past that
are suitable for conversion to Micro RC.  The
development of the very lightweight radio con-
trols and electric power systems have made
conversion of many old time rubber powered
plans to RC very practical.  Watch for these old

classics to appear in each issue of RC Micro
World.  They will only be available to our paid
subscribers.  Several other special projects are
“in the works” that will be available only to
paid subscribers.

 Enough of the sales pitch, now for the
details.  An annual subscription is $24.  Sub-
scriptions run from January through December
of each year.

 Subscribers who sign up in the middle
of the year can access all issues for that year,
including plans, 3-Views and other special of-
ferings.

 We can accept PayPal or you can pay
by check, or money order drawn on a US bank.
We do not recommend sending cash and can-
not be responsible for cash that has been lost in
the mail.

 To pay using PayPal, which is recom-
mended for international orders, go to PayPal
by

Select SEND MONEY and send your payment
of $24 US to cardinal.eng@grics.net

 Or if you prefer to pay by check or
money order make it payable to “Cardinal En-
gineering” and mail to --

 Roland Friestad
 1640 N Kellogg Street
 Galesburg, IL 61401
 USA

 Don’t forget to include your e-mail and
postal addresses.
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B-25 - Martin Newell’s Inside Story

 We’ve had letters and email messages ask-
ing for more details about the superb B-25 by
Martin Newell seen at the 2010 KIEF show.  I
wrote to him asking for more information and his
response in in the form of the article in this issue.
Thanks Martin !!

New Airtronics RX-40V Receiver - Info from
Bob Aberle

 For several years now the Horizon Hobby
Spektrum 2.4 GHz line has thoughtfully included
micro size and weight receivers, in addition to
their “brick” radios.  Discrete receivers, weighing
in the order of several grams, are very important
to the indoor/micro RC flyer.  They allow the use
of  sub-micro servos that have more output torque
than the brick servos. This combination of micro
receiver and individual servos can handle aircraft
weights from approx. 4 up to about 10 ounces.

 Because indoor/micro RC flying is grow-
ing rapidly, more and more RC manufacturers are
now offering separate micro 2.4 GHz RC receiv-
ers. Recently Airtronics announced their entry into
the micro 2.4 GHz RC arena with their new Model
92134, RX-40V four channel receiver.

 This receiver is really tiny, as you can see
in the accompanying photo. It measures: 15/16
inch long x 11/16 inch wide x 7/16 inch thick and
has a 7 inch length single antenna wire.

 Weight of this micro four channel function
receiver is only 2.7 grams as shown in the next
photo.

 This receiver accepts standard servo con-
nectors from most of the popular brands. There are
four servo connectors on this receiver. So when
you are using all four channel functions, you will

need to use a “Y” harness that allows both the
servo and power input, to plug into the same port.
Doing that will add a little extra weight. If you are
using only three channel functions, the power
input plugs into the fourth connector port by itself.
The connector pin polarity (+, -, S) and the chan-
nel function are clearly marked on the receiver
case which is something I like to see.

The Airtronics instructions clearly state that this
receiver range is limited to 100 meters or 330 feet.
That should handle all indoor flying as well as the
smaller size park flyers.



 The RX-40V micro receiver operates on
2.4 GHz spread spectrum (FHSS-1). It can very
easily be bound to the Airtronics Aero Sport 2.4
GHz SS transmitter as well as their popular
RDS8000 transmitter (the one I personally use!).
You are referred to a set of special instruction
should you want to bind to an Airtronics SD-10G
2.4 GHz transmitter.

 Binding this new receiver to my RDS8000
Tx took a minute or two. It’s a very simple pro-
cess! You have to hold down a tiny push button
switch, while turning the receiver power on.

  Then just observe the flashing LED until it
glows steady. Airtronics has suggested that you
temporarily use a standard switch harness and a
four cell Ni-CD or NiMH receiver battery pack
during the binding operation. I thought that was a
good idea because I was running out of fingers.

This new Airtronics receiver can be purchased
from Hobby People. I’ve listed their website in the
Sources Section at the end of this article. Street
price at this time (early December 2010) is $59.99.

Bob is holding the push button switch
down in this photo

I believe this new micro receiver will please many
Airtronics transmitter owners.

SOURCES INFORMATION
Airtronics RX-40V Micro spread spectrum re-
ceiver
http://www.hobbypeople.net/index.php/review/pr
oduct/list/id/43927/#review-form

C.   SINGLE BLADED PROPS?

 To those who might wonder at the question
mark, this is to say “Why Not?”. It’s not such a
strange idea. It  was common years ago with  high
performance free flight  rubber-powered models.
Back when many props for such models were
carved out of balsa wood  blocks, it took a really
skilled  craftsman to carve out matching blades to
be exactly the  same.

 And it wasn’t very pleasant when a two
blader was involved in a crash and one of the
blades broke badly, needing replacement rather
than mere repair. Trying to carve a new blade to
match the unbroken one could be a miserable task.
Also, if a broken blade could be repaired, getting
the total prop rebalanced could be tricky, with
weight having to be added to the good blade to
balance the added weight of the extra glue on the
repaired blade.

 At some point somebody decided that only
one blade would work, somewhat larger, to make
up for the lost area of the discarded blade. Balanc-
ing  the one bladed prop typically turned out to be
easy, if a screw was used in place of the missing
blade. By screwing in or out the balance could  be
achieved simply.

 The real proof of satisfactory prop perfor-
mance back in those was some national or world

record models used single bladed props. We even
saw some gas engine powered models that used
single bladed props. So the principle is long estab-
lished.

 So what does this have to do with micro
models? It came out of experiments with very
small motors, for which there were no “store
bought” props, especially when props for very
small motors need to be only one inch diameter or
less.

 Trying to balance such a tiny home-made
prop could be very delicate, although it could be
aided by having a very small diameter screw to
move in or out of the hub to adjust the prop balance.

 A detail that may be important: the old free
flight single blade props operated at relatively low
rpm. Very small props probably need higher rpm
to develop useful thrust and this could be a prob-
lem for very small single bladed props in that the
unbalanced thrust per cycle could be detrimental.

 In any case, the idea of very small (or even
larger) one bladed props is offered simply as food
for thought, in line with the old saying “there’s
more than one way to skin a cat!”.

D.  CATAPULT AUTOGYRO?

I’m sure many of us have played with a toy that
has rotor blades that fold together and is launched
by shooting it up with a powerful rubber band and
when the toy slows down at the top of the launch
the rotor blades unfold and the toy then comes
down gently on its spinning rotor blades.

 It’s cute as is, but the principle involved
can be much more useful. An autogyro uses rotor
blades spun by the airstream as it is pulled along

http://www.hobbypeople.net/index.php/review/product/list/id/43927/#review-form
http://www.hobbypeople.net/index.php/review/product/list/id/43927/#review-form


by a motor. The autogyro works fine as is, but it
might  be interesting  to combine it with a catapult
launch.

 Such a catapult launched autogyro might
get almost instantly to 50 feet or more altitude,
whereupon the blades could unfold, switch on the
rc system and the prop drive motor, and the craft
could then be controlled like a normal autogyro.

 Why bother, since the autogyro can fly on
its own without any catapult launch?  The idea is
simply to add another variation to what we fly.
Many of us just like to try different ideas to see
how they work. It adds another element of interest
to what we do and often one new thing leads to
another. It’s all part of what we’re all about.

 So much of what we do in the micro  RC
field these days is buy and fly—ready to go, right
out of the box. That’s fine in itself, but much of
what we enjoy today was the product of someone
trying something different; some variation of what
everybody else is doing. That’s where progress
and continued interest comes from—not just the
same old thing all the time.

 So, for what it’s Worth , this is simply
more food for thought.

E.   LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

 From an old friend and frequent past con-
tributor of information to RC Micro World, John
Byrd of Australia, came this update. We hadn’t
heard from him for awhile and wondered whether
he was okay. It turns out that he and I are more
birds of a feather than his name suggests, in that
we both have been in and out of medical treat-
ments. But he seems to be on the mend and we
may be hearing from his part of the world again.

We hope so—he was our best source of news from
“down under”. Here are his latest words:

“It’s true I have been an enthusiastic sup-
porter of all attempts to promote indoor flight as
art form, experimental foundation into the new
aviation age of M.A.V’s. Perhaps most impor-
tantly as a recreational and hobby pursuit which
can provide a significant social benefit to societies
with an aging population.

 The local indoor flight group to which I
belong (Sandringham Indoor Flight Group) has
now been operating for over 17 years.

 It continues to attract interest from both
aeromodellers of long-standing and from
‘newbies’ who appreciate the challenges and de-
lights of building and flying indoors.

 We indoor fliers chuckle at our good for-
tune of being able to fly regardless of the prevail-
ing weather condition or time of day, which so
often thwarts and frustrates an opportunity for
outdoor flying.

 The most recent and transformative
change within our group, particularly for
‘newbies’, has been the advent of well-designed
and engineered ready to fly indoor models eg.
ParkZone series. (we have a number of these in
our Club Hangar box). The fact that even those
who have never flown indoor RC before we can
get them up and ‘flying’ on their first visit has
them ‘hooked’ and ready to take up the challenge
of designing and building their own.

 I regret that my reports to RC MicroWorld
have been constrained in recent times by cancer
and the need for monthly chemo treatment and
blood transfusions. Treatment which leaves me

rather fatigued. Hopefully, I will bounce back into
action in 2011 and you will have some fresh re-
ports from me.”
 John Byrd

And a couple of letters to Bob Aberle from sub-
scribers

Hi Bob;
 I have been following with interest your
series of articles on the “electrified” old time
designs. These models align well with my favourite
aspects of both R/C and freeflight flying. I have
done a considerable amount of 1/2A Texaco flying
and with the recent adaptation of the speed 400
SAM event, have pretty much dropped the glow-
plug engine class.

 But my real focus is somewhat smaller.
The .020 replica FF SAM event is very much to my
liking and, in the last several years, I've become
an avid participant in the Flying Aces Club old
time electric replica event.

 In response to your appeal for input from
the readership, I heartily encourage you to con-
tinue the series much as you have been doing. I
feel the Anderson Pylon design is a particularly
capable design and still maintain two 300~ square
inch examples equipped with speed 400 motors.

My preference is to stay quite faithful to the origi-
nal designs although I agree some simplification
is justifiable in reduced form but do like to main-
tain the lifting stab as it allows a more rearward
CG with a resultant improvement in the glide and
negates some of the requirement to extend the nose
moment (badly run-on sentence).

 Of course, there is a temptation to take
advantage of some of the smaller indoor sites. In



that vein, I have built a 25 gram 22" Trenton
Terror using Parkzone Vapor stuff and a 19"
Garami Half Pint similarly guided and powered.

 For FAC freeflight action a rendition of
Obarski's Foo2U with Atomic Workshop flight
profiler has done excellent service.  Strictly for
grins, my 30" Pacific Ace flies up a storm with a
spare AW timer PZ Sukhoi motor and 1S lipo. Of
course, several other projects are gradually tak-
ing shape.
Thanks for the enthusiasm
Sam Burke

Hi Bob;
 I just read the December issue. I thought
that I would give you some input re:. future con-
struction articles to meet the RCMW criterion.

 How about the :BOOTSTRAPS"? Live
wire "REBEL", "FLAT TOP STORMER" , "SMOG
HOG"? If memory serves me, I seem to remember
that Phil Kraft designed a neat bipe, called the
"STAGGER-BI". I t came as both a tail dragger,
(would be my choice) or with tricycle landing gear.
 In the dark reaches of my plans to build
files I think a have a set of full size plans for a
antique free flight called "CHUBBY". If you would
like, I will have a copy made and sent to you via
snail mail.

 I see that Roland has plans for 24 inch
versions of the "ROYAL RUDDERBUG" and
"MISS. AMERICA", how about articles on them as
electric powered 200 square inch versions?

 Anyway this is my two cents worth, keep up
the good work. I look forward every month to your
latest projects. I am currently working on your
"MICRO TRIXTER BEAM" and awaiting delivery
of the "LIVE WIRE CRUISER" model kit from the
Fly RC article.
Regards; Chuck Foschi
chuckfoschi@yahoo.com

Reply from Bob Aberle

 You have given me some excellent ideas.
I do have a ROYAL RUDDERBUG planned for
early next year at 200 sq.in. Many have asked for
that.  The ANDERSON PYLON and BUZZARD
BOMBSHELL will happen later on next year, also
at 200 sq.in.

 The SMOG HOG and BOOTSTRAPS
would make excellent foamy micros. Those are
great ideas!

 In our February issue I hope to have a 120
square inch version of Joe Wagner's SIOUX, done
as a profile using the new AR6400LBL brick. I
also have a 1992 Holland designed free flight, at
125 square inch (the BUCABOO). This is a 2
ounce foamy.

 So please stay tuned. I'm turning them out
as fast as I can.

Thanks for the response!

Bob Aberle



 The following is in response to your ques-
tion, John, which I understand arose from feed-
back about my planes that you received from your
readers.  You asked what is my "approach to
modeling" in the context of making planes like the
1/48 scale B-25 Mitchell and P-51 Mustang.

 I'm flattered that you think I might have
some insights into this issue.  I'm not sure how to
respond.  I feel awkward writing something that is
all about me and the way I do things.  It can come
across as arrogant, egotistical and distasteful, all
of which may be true about me, but I don't like
being too obvious about it.  But you did ask.

 I don't think there is a secret formula or
that I do anything differently from any number of
competent modelers out there.  You're right about
putting a big effort into thinking and planning.  I
spend at least 10 times as much time on designing
as I do on building, probably more.

 If it wasn't for a deadline, like KIEF, I
would probably never build anything, always
waiting for a new idea to improve the design of
one aspect or another.  It's relatively easy to design
something that is complicated.  It's really hard to
make things simple, and it can always be im-
proved.  Striving for simplicity is a discipline you
learn in software engineering, something I prac-
ticed for over 40 years.

 I build prototypes.  Not usually the whole
plane, though I did do that for the B-25.  I mean
prototypes of the various component parts.  Some-
times a seemingly good idea is exposed as garbage

as soon as you try to make it.  Other times the
prototype confirms the good aspects of an idea,
while highlighting the flaws and sometimes re-
vealing ways to fix them.

 One nice thing about prototypes is that
they neutralize the fear of committing to a final
design.  Sometimes the prototype works out so
well that it becomes the final implementation,
which is nice when it happens.  And I do sweat
about the small stuff.  For this class of plane the
devil is in the details.

 Building a plane like the B-25 involves
many engineering disciplines, including aero-
nautical engineering (in which I am a complete
novice), mechanical engineering (in which I have
two degrees), CNC machining, computer-aided
design (in which I used to run a company), elec-
trical engineering, electronic engineering, com-
puter science (in which I have another degree),
software engineering, etc.

 This is one of the reasons I like this hobby
- the integration of all of these disciplines, result-
ing in something that actually flies!  Having
some level of competence with all of these en-
ables the optimization of the entire system,
which may involve making custom parts where
suitable components cannot be bought.

 The 8-channel receiver, the custom-built
servo for the retracts, and the retracts themselves
are good examples of this, not to mention the
whole airframe.  Buying the other 5 servos and
the motors are good examples of using suitable
commercially-available components.  Being
completely constrained to using commercially-
available components would limit the possibili-
ties.

 But if I had to pick the most important
aspect of "my approach to modeling" it would be
time, lots of it.  It takes me a huge amount of time
to design and build something like the B-25.  I
would estimate that I spent several hundred hours
on that plane, or more if the truth was known.

 Building a second one would be an order
of magnitude faster, but I'll probably never do that.
Hopefully I can use some of the lessons learned in
the next plane, though currently I have only a few
embryonic ideas as to what that might be.

 I hope this in some way answers your
question, and thanks for asking.

There is now a video that describes the functions
on the B-25:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ksk56sJR0k

Here’s another showing the internal mechanisms:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qxwXAe0z
xY4

And one of it flying at KIEF that Matt took with
my iPhone:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nraJwV8OuJo

 It's not up to the standards of the SKS
video of KIEF 2010, but Matt did a great job with
my humble iPhone with no zoom.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ksk56sJR0k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qxwXAe0zxY4
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 The original Duo Monoplane was de-
signed almost sixty years ago by the great Bill
Dean, an aeromodeller extraordinaire who is re-
membered with great affection by Brit modellers
of a certain age. His designs appeared regularly
during the fifties and sixties in the popular comic,
adventure, and action magazine for British boys -
the "Eagle", which also gave hobbies and crafts a
lot of coverage in those days. The original model
was 15" span, all balsa, and powered by a Jetex
"50".

 The idea to build a "modern" version of the
Duo Monoplane was the result of some recent
correspondence with “Gray”, whose feature - the
"Sport Channel" appears monthly in the fine Brit-
ish magazine RC Model World.

www.rcmodelworld.com

 Somehow, we ended up reminiscing on the
topic of classic unorthodox designs - specifically
the tandem wing layout - and he was kind enough
to sent me a copy of the article and plans for this
little gem. It was originally published in Aeromod-
eller - January 1952. Thanks Gray!

 Clearly, it was an excellent candidate for
an indoor micro, but somehow, I don't think the
school board would appreciate us flying a fire
breathing Jetex in their gym. Furthermore, Bill

Dean's comments: "We were pleased to find that
if the model happened to be climbing vertically
when the charge expired, the stall recovery was
remarkably good" confirmed that the original
powerplant might not be ideal for indoor opera-
tions!

 For more info on Jetex - and a glimpse at
the myriad of models designed for these amazing
micro rocket engines see

www.jetex.org

 So what to use for power? Well, I just
happened to have a pair of micro 30mm Electric
Ducted Fans (EDF) units stashed away for the past
year or so - these being salvaged from a wrecked
cheapo "AirHog" model - the type that uses differ-
ential throttles for control. Similar models have
been sold under different brand names - including
"Silverlit" in the UK.

 Enter John Stennard. John is a regular
correspondent for RC Model World and Q&EFI
magazines --

www.qefimagazine.com

-- and is a pioneer in the use of these small, low
cost EDF units on simple indoor models. These
fans don't produce much thrust, and care must be
taken to keep the model light and provide plenty
of wing area to develop sufficient lift without too
much induced drag.

 Two of John's earliest successes using
these tiny EDFs are the Arado look-a-like and
A-10 Warthog.  Both use the three channel Park-
zone Vapor receiver (Rx) module and have after-
market airfoil wings . Based on John's success
with these designs,  I was confident that the Duo

Monoplane and the AirHog EDFs would make a
great matchup.

 In the original write-up, Bill Dean sug-
gested that the "all-up weight should not be more
than one ounce",  and this was our target for the
RC version. It ended up only 1 gram more than
this - at 29 grams total - which includes the 160
mAh LiPo cell.

 The outlines are exactly the same as the
original model, but the overall size was increased
serendipitously from 15" to 16" span. Structural

http://www.rcmodelworld.com
http://www.jetex.org
http://www.qefimagazine.com


weight reduction (to offset the weight of RC gear)
was achieved by using thinner balsa for the fuse-
lage (3/32" vs. 1/8") and 2mm Depron® for the
flying surfaces, braced with carbon fibre rods (vs.
1/16" sheet balsa). (3)

 So how does it fly? Awesome! It is the
smoothest flying micro in our gym (we fly every-
thing from Vapors to T-28s). At least half a dozen
pilots have tried it, with universal feedback that it
is "so easy to fly!"

 Despite the lack of rudder control, it han-
dles quite well in our standard size basketball
court gym - although it does take some flight
planning - as "normal" turns are fairly wide.
Tighter turns are possible, by banking over and
giving it a shot of throttle and up elevator in the
turn.

 It has ZERO aerobatic capability (that we
know of!)  - so you'll just have to just cruise
around at half throttle, listen to the strange sound,
and smile! It also seems to have only one flying
speed - about the same as a Hobbyzone Champ
(see photos later). Give it throttle and it climbs, cut
the throttle and it descends. Nope.... it's not a
pylon racer either!

 One other modification from the original
design that I should mention is the mono-wheel
landing gear... or should I say undercarriage? The
wheel was "borrowed" from a Parkzone Sukhoi -
although any small lightweight wheel would do.

 Takeoffs and landings from the gym floor
are a breeze with this setup - and steering is also
possible by banking left or right thereby dragging
one fin or the other. If you intend to fly outdoors
only, don't bother with the monowheel.

RC Equipment Considerations:

 This photo, courtesy of John Stennard,
shows four of the current Spektrum ultra micro Rx
modules. The unit shown on the bottom right is the
Vapor/Ember 2 module - 3 channels with aileron
and elevator servos on the board and a single
(brush type) motor output. This is the same type of
module that is presently installed in the Duo
Monoplane, as shown in all other photos. The
transmitter (Tx) mixing is set for "Elevons" -
mixed elevators and ailerons. Using a Spektrum
DX6i transmitter, the Rx module must be mounted

with the servo gears at the back (to get the surfaces
to move the right way) - which is no problem, but
you must be careful when installing the pushrods
so that there is no interference.

 The Night Vapor module (not shown) is
similar, but with an additional output for the light-
ing circuit. Mmmm.... a Duo Mono with lights?

 The unit shown in the upper right corner is
the "5 in 1" micro heli receiver - 4 channels plus
gyro with the equivalent of aileron and elevator
servos on the board (same as Vapor) but with
TWO throttle outputs - which can be controlled
together (throttle) and differentially (rudder).

 This differential thrust arrangement has
been used to great advantage with aerobats such as
the "Goolie".  This "standard" EPP version and
new "micro" Depron version are also by John
Stennard.

 Flight trials were conducted with the Duo
Monoplane using the 5in1 heli receiver with each
fan connected to a separate throttle output for yaw
control.



 Although the fans are close together, they
are separated by a "plate" (the profile fuselage
itself) and the yaw effect is quite noticeable when
you move the rudder stick. Indeed, the turns can
be tightened somewhat - but to be honest, it wasn't
much of an enhancement with this model.

 Furthermore, this module is equipped with
a gyro - and there seemed to be some strange,
momentary, and unauthorized motor speed chang-
es, especially when coming out of a turn. Is it
possible the gyro was trying to make a
"correction"? Although it was not enough to affect
the flight path, it sounded annoying - so I removed
the heli Rx and went back to the regular 3 channel
Vapor type. The heli Rx is also slightly heavier
than the Vapor type.

 The receiver shown lower left is the 6
channel AR 6400, which has the "rudder" and
"elevator" servos on the board. It will work just
fine with the Duo Monoplane, but you will need to
mix "V-Tail" - combined rudder and elevator -
instead of "Elevon". And... using the Spektrum
DX6i Tx, the module must be mounted gears
towards the rear.

 John's photo also shows the latest AR6400
with brushless electronic speed control (ESC) on
the board (upper left) - but this unit is too heavy
and would not be suitable for the Duo Monoplane
as presented here.

 As with all three channel airplanes...
When using the three channel (Vapor) receiver,
also mix "rudder" to "aileron" +100% both ways
at your transmitter. When using the AR6400, mix
"aileron" to "rudder" +100% both ways. With this
setup, the plane will turn with either stick. This is
especially beneficial if you frequently move back
and forth between three and four channel air-

planes. With an elevon or v-tail setup, it will also
provide some extra throw when you push both
sticks over.

Construction:

 Construction is straightforward, and all
details are given on the plans. Use medium light
balsa for the fuselage. The Depron® wing panels
are bevelled at the dihedral joints and joined by
holding one panel flat on the board and propping
up the other panel to suit. The control surfaces are
cut, bevelled, and hinged with Blenderm. Carbon
fibre bracing is standard practice - thin rods
pointed at the outside ends and inserted into the
wings and crossed over and glued into a small
double wide notch at the fuselage.
The "Airhog" EDF units will need to be "cleaned
up" a bit to get rid of excess glue. The 1/32" ply
EDF mounting plates are slotted to fit over the
plastic flanges, and glued in place so that the plates
and flanges are at right angles. See section view on
the plans. The fuselage itself is also slotted - and
these assemblies are glued on either side - ensur-
ing they are aligned and side-by-side. You may
need to reduce the width of the plastic flange on
the fan shrouds slightly to eliminate interference
between the two fans when they are inserted into
the fuselage slot. Double check the fan rotation
before soldering the leads together.



Flying:

We discussed the docile flying characteristics ear-
lier, and it's difficult to imagine any way of im-
proving this classic design. Bill Dean would truly
be proud to know that his Duo Monoplane has
adapted so well to new technologies which were
the stuff of dreams, some sixty years ago.
In these amazing flying photos taken by Peter
Smith at our regular indoor flying venue in Sault
Ste. Marie, Ontario, the EDF Duo Monoplane
shows off its futuristic lines and streamer towing
capability - standard practice in our gym!
In these last three photos, also snapped by Peter,
the Duo Mono flies peacefully alongside a Hob-
byzone Champ, until that dastardly Airknocker
decided to take a bite of streamer! Where's Dan
Dare when you need him?  ...all in good fun of
course, and no harm done.
Please contact me at

cattail@soonet.ca

if you have any questions - and of course, we'd
love to see photos and hear of your adventures
with the Duo Monoplane. If you'd like a copy of
Bill Dean's original construction article and plans
presented in Aeromodeller, just ask - and I'll send
a .pdf file.

mailto:cattail@soonet.ca




 Around September 2010, we learned of a
new Spektrum brick (receiver, two servos and an
ESC in one
package). It is designated by this model number
---- AR6400LBL.

What’s It All About and What Applications
Can We Expect From It?

 As far as Spektrum bricks go you might
call this the third generation. The first or original
was the brick used in the ParkZone Cessna and
Citabrias. The next generation was the AR6400
for brushed motor applications and a single battery
cell (like for the EMBER, VAPOR, SUKHOI,
P-51, Aeronca Champ, Piper Cub, etc. Input
power for these aircraft was around 5 watts and
model weights ranged up to about 1.3 ounces.

 A variation of this AR6400 brick em-
ployed an external brushless ESC which could
power micro brushless motors like the AP-03 on a
single cell at around 9 watts input power. I found
that I could fly aircraft upwards of 3 ounces with
that kind of power system. An example of this was
my Micro Park Pattern foamy design that ap-
peared in the January 2010 RC MICRO WORLD.

 This latest brick, with the “LBL” suffix,
includes a built-in brushless motor ESC and is
intended for two Li-Poly battery cell operation.
Naturally we will soon see a new series of Park-
Zone and E-Flite RTF aircraft using this

AR6400LBL brick. The first announced RTF air-
craft is the E-Flite UMX “BEAST” which is an
E-3D capable bipe, weighing 2.4 ounces.

 Choice of power for this new plane is the
smallest Horizon E-Flite brushless motor, the
PARK-180.



 Since the built-in brushless ESC can take
motor currents up to 3 amps, the PARK-180 input
power on two cells, will be in the range of 15 to 20
watts on two cells and can be close to 30 watts on
three cells, provided that you prop it for under 3.0
amps motor current. (IMPORTANT NOTE – this
new AR6400LBL brick will only work on two
Li-Poly cell battery packs. Do not attempt to oper-
ate a brushless motor on a three cell pack).

 In the case of the UMX “BEAST” over
100 watts/pound power loading is available (15
watts and 2.4 ounce aircraft weight) to perform
hovering type maneuvers. Keeping in mind, that
the new AR6400LBL brick and PARK-180 brush-
less outrunner motor will be capable of flying
model aircraft ranging from 2 upwards to 6 ounces
total weight (and possibly a little more!).

 This fills a gap that we have had, up until
now, where the existing bricks could only fly up
to about 2-3 ounce aircraft. Then the next step up
took you from 5 ounce aircraft and heavier. At that
weight the brick had to be replaced with discrete
RC system components (like the Spektrum
AR6110 receiver and the Hitec HS-35, 50 and 55

servos). This new “LBL” brick now enables us to
fill the gap by flying aircraft in the 3 to 5 ounce
weight range.

 Like the earlier AR6400L brick, the new
“LBL” (or brushless motor version) comes with
two built-in long throw linear output servos.

 These longer throw servos are really what
you want, especially when flying E-3D type
highly maneuverable aircraft.

 The AR6400LBL (like the “L” version)
has six channel capability. You can purchase indi-
vidual long throw servos (model # AS2000L) for
$20 each.

 The weight of these servos is 1.7 grams. So
with “external” servos you could use two on aile-
rons and obtain the “flaperon” function if you had
that feature on your transmitter. You could also
obtain functions like regular flaps or retracts.

 As is always the case with the AR6400
series of bricks, they can be easily bound to any
Spektrum DSM2 capable transmitter. I’m person-
ally using the DX7 transmitter right now with 20
model memory positions and a load of special
control features.

 The next generation DX8 transmitter is
now available. My feeling is that if you are serious
about micro/indoor flying, you should go for the
transmitter with all the control options.

 From a weight standpoint the standard
AR6400 brick weighed 3.7 grams. The new
AR6400LBL weighs 7.9 grams, almost twice as
much (this will increase to 9.1 grams if you substi-
tute other connectors as you will see later on).

 You have to consider that the “LBL” ver-
sion of the brick has the extra (third) motor wire a
larger connector and a heavier battery cable and
connector.  I’m sure the brushless ESC also
weighs more than the previous brushed version.

 Dimensions for the new AR6400LBL
brick are as follows: 1 1/2 inches long inches x  1
1/8 inches wide x  1/4 inch thick and the antenna
is just 1 inch in length. Current selling price for the
brick is $69.99 (as of December 2010)

 You could use several types of micro
brushless motors intended for two cell operations
in conjunction with this “LBL” brick, up to a
maximum motor current of 3 amps. This would



include some of the popular 2 and 5 gram brush-
less outrunner motors.

 Since Horizon has initially “teamed up”
their E-Flite PARK-180 brushless outrunner mo-
tor with this new brick on the UMX “BEAST”, let
me report on that combination now.

 The Park-180 comes with a prop adapter
and a metal motor mount.  The total weight of the
motor, adapter, mount and a prop is exactly 11.1
grams.

 The prop adapter is a screw type, rather
than a saver adapter that requires an“O” ring or
rubber band. Besides the neat little metal motor
mount you can also install the motor on a short
length of carbon fiber or aluminum tubing. Selling
price in Dec2010) was $29.99.

 Horizon states that this particular brushless
motor can fly aircraft up to 6 ounces in total
weight. In my own experience I have flown mod-
els upwards of 8 ounces with the PARK-180.

To give you an idea as to prop choices this is some
of the data I collected using two Li-Poly cells ----

GWS 6 X 3 prop ----   2.72 amps, 19 watts input
power

GWS 5 X 4.3 prop --- 2.78 amps, 19 watts

GWS 5 X 3 prop ---    2.30 amps, 16 watts

GWS 4.5 X 4 prop --- 2.22 amps, 15 watts

 As a point of reference I have been flying
my Berkeley BRIGADIER-100 (RC MICRO
WORLD July 2010) on a GWS 4.5 X 4 prop at 15
watts input ( two Li-Poly cells) and a total weight
of 4.5 ounces. That works out to 53.4 watts/pound
and the plane is quite lively in the air.

 Besides the brick and motor the last item
you need to consider is a two cell Li-poly battery
pack.  At this point in time I have no knowledge of
what prop Horizon is using on their E-Flite UMX
“BEAST” RTF aircraft. I do know that the battery
pack is a two cell 120 mAh variety.

 I’ve had a lot of success using a Lazertoyz
two cell 250 mAh Li-poly pack which costs only
$10.00.

 The pack measures 1 3/4 inches long X 7/8
inch wide X 3/8 inch thick and weighs 16.3 grams
(0.57 ounce).  Although rated at 15C load capable,
I measured 208 mAh capacity with a 3.0 amp load
on my  CBA-III battery discharge tester (see
graph).



 That works out to a 12C load. But keep in
mind that the AR6400LBL brick BL ESC can only
take motor currents up to 3.0 amps. At a 2.2 amp
load (8.8C) the measured capacity was 232 mAh.

 At that 2.2 amps and a nominal 7.0 volts (2
cells) the input power will be around.15 watts. A
5 ounce total weight model would end up with a
power loading of 48 watts/pound, while a 4 ounce
model would have 60 watts/pound. This would be
good power level for your average sport flying.

 The UMX “BEAST” was kept under 3
ounces so that there would be enough power to do
hovering type maneuvers (like over 100
watts/pound).

 This Lazertoyz battery comes with an E-
Flite type balanced node connector (I use the
E-Flite adapter on my FMA CellPro 4S charger).
The battery connector is the more usual RED JST
variety, which can easily handle up to 3 amps
current.

SUMMARIZING THE FLYING WEIGHTS of
the POWER/RC SYSTEM

 Note that these are my actual weight mea-
surements.  They were not copied from catalogue
data.)

AR6400LBL Brick  ------------------------   9.1
grams

PARK-180 Motor (complete) –----------- 11.1
grams

Lazertyoz 2 cell 250 Li-Poly battery ----  16.3
grams

   TOTAL WEIGHT --   36.5 grams (or 1.29 ounces)



BRICK CONNECTORS

 There was no mention of the connectors
for the AR6400LBL brick. I thought they would
be the same as the AR6400L brick. Well obvious-
ly, with the intention of operating a brushless
motor the cable going to the motor now has three
wires. Also since motor currents up to 3 amps are
now acceptable, the two wire battery connector
has now been “beefed up”. I suspect the UMX
“BEAST” RTF aircraft comes with all the proper
interfacing connectors.

 These are the connectors that come with
the AR6400LBL brick and mate with those on the
UMX “BEAST” bipe).  But when you buy the
separate brick and motor for your own aircraft,
I’m sure you will end up doing some soldering.

 In my own case I substituted  the gold
plated pins that came with the PARK-180 motor
for the three pin motor connector. Since my bat-
tery pack had a red JST connector I substituted the
mating half for the one that came with the brick.

 You might want to put the connectors that
you removed in a safe place for possible future use.

 As a point of information, the next sketch
shows the color coded wiring between the
AR6400LBL brick and the E-Flite PARK-180
motor that will yield normal counter-clockwise
rotation.

APPLICATIONS

 There are many hobby companies that pro-
vide loads of small size sport and scale model
aircraft in the 3 to 5 or 6 ounce weight category.
These aircraft can typically have 100 square
inches of wing area and spans of 24 to 30 inches.
Some names that come to my mind are: Dumas
Products, Dare Design, Easy Built Co., Paul K.
Guillow & Co.and many E-3D foamie types in-
tended for hovering maneuvers.

As an example above is the Dumas Products 30
inch span Aeronca 7AC Champion a perfect appli-
cation for this new brick, motor and battery)

NEXT MONTH

 If all goes well next month I hope to pres-
ent a profile fuselage version of Joe Wagner’s
classic SIOUX free-flight design, reduced in size
with RC and electric power. I wanted to show how
quickly these models can be cut-out and assem-
bled and at practically no cost. Profile fuselage
aircraft are perfect candidates for the new
AR6400LBL brick since all the wiring of the
receiver, servos and ESC are contained on one tiny
PC board. This eliminates a lot of wiring that
might normally just  “hang” off the fuselage. We
hope our readers will send in photos and commen-
tary on their designs that use this same RC and
power system. Sharing information helps all of us!



INFORMATION SOURCES

Horizon/E-Flite UMX “BEAST” RTF Bipe
http://www.horizonhobby.com/Products/Default.
aspx?ProdID=EFLU4080

Horizon Spektrum AR6400LBL brick
http://search.horizonhobby.com/index.jsp?N=0&
Ntt=AR6400LBL&sid=12CA19151F0C

Horizon Spektrum AS 2000L long throw linear
servos
http://search.horizonhobby.com/index.jsp?D=line
ar+long+throw+servo&Ntt=linear+long+throw+s
ervo&N=0

&

Horizon E-Flite PARK-180 brushless outrunner
motor
http://search.horizonhobby.com/index.jsp?N=0&
Ntt=Park-180&sid=12CA194BA1CE

Lazertoyz two cell 250 mAh Li-poly battery pack
http://lazertoyz.ncweb.net/batteries.htm

APPLICATION AIRCRAFT KITS
Dare Designs
http://www.darehobby.com/airplanes/airplane-
electric-rbr-02.htm

Dumas Products
http://www.dumasestore.com/

Easy Built Models
http://www.easybuiltmodels.com/

Paul K. Guillow
http://www.guillow.com/GuillowHome.asp?UID
=15197912

Coming Next Issue
Bob Aberle will be pro-
viding a construction

article and plans for a
profile Micro RC version
of the classic SIOUX
free flight originally

designed by Joe Wagner
- Don’t miss it!

Bob’s reduced ROYAL
RUDDERBUG has been in
the air and will appear,
probably in the March

Issue

John Worth’s regular
column & more great

stuff

Watch too for more
classic plans and 3-Views
adaptable to Micro RC

SUMMARY COMMENTS

 In this article I have talked a lot about both
power and weight. The input power in watts di-
vided by the total aircraft weight (in pounds), will
give you the power loading factor in
WATTS/POUND.

 Basically the brick and brushless motor
discussed in this article are intended for aircraft
ranging in weight from 2 to 6 ounces. The other
limiting factor for this brick is the fact that the
available servo torque is very low. As you get
above the 6 ounce weight point, you really have to
consider going to discrete micro type servos which
have considerably more torque.

 The RC brick concept will work fine, as
long as you stay within the recommended model
weight range.

http://www.horizonhobby.com/Products/Default.aspx?ProdID=EFLU4080
http://www.horizonhobby.com/Products/Default.aspx?ProdID=EFLU4080
http://search.horizonhobby.com/index.jsp?N=0&Ntt=AR6400LBL&sid=12CA19151F0C
http://search.horizonhobby.com/index.jsp?N=0&Ntt=AR6400LBL&sid=12CA19151F0C
http://search.horizonhobby.com/index.jsp?D=linear+long+throw+servo&Ntt=linear+long+throw+servo&N=0
http://search.horizonhobby.com/index.jsp?D=linear+long+throw+servo&Ntt=linear+long+throw+servo&N=0
http://search.horizonhobby.com/index.jsp?D=linear+long+throw+servo&Ntt=linear+long+throw+servo&N=0
http://search.horizonhobby.com/index.jsp?N=0&Ntt=Park-180&sid=12CA194BA1CE
http://search.horizonhobby.com/index.jsp?N=0&Ntt=Park-180&sid=12CA194BA1CE
http://lazertoyz.ncweb.net/batteries.htm
http://www.darehobby.com/airplanes/airplane-electric-rbr-02.htm
http://www.darehobby.com/airplanes/airplane-electric-rbr-02.htm
http://www.dumasestore.com/
http://www.easybuiltmodels.com/
http://www.guillow.com/GuillowHome.asp?UID=15197912
http://www.guillow.com/GuillowHome.asp?UID=15197912


Chapter 5: A new season for indoor flying!
Some reflections, and a new “Hong Kong Spe-
cial” Battery

 With the snow arriving just before Thanks-
giving, the indoor season has opened in our family
room.   In this article, I will bemoan the passing of
the scale micro Schweitzer S-300 from Horizon
Hobby's website and will report on my experience
with the new Hong Kong Special battery, which
claims a 30C discharge rate and a 160 mAH ca-
pacity.

OUT WITH THE OLD AND IN WITH THE
NEW?

Horizon is now marketing an updated version of
the ground breaking mCX, called, appropriately
enough, the mCX-2.  It has larger motors and an
LED navigation lighting set.  From a micro mod-
eler's point of view, they appear to think making
this incredible bird heavier will improve it.  Some-
thing is arse backwards here!

 First, the original rotor motors were plenty
strong enough. (But, they did wear out after about
150 flights, so perhaps the larger motors will be
more durable.)

 The only knock on the mCX was its swash
plate, which crippled her maneuverablity.  But that
could easily be fixed by swapping in the swash-
plate from her sister ship, the MSR.   (See May
2010 issue of RCMW for step by step instruc-
tions.)  The mCX-2 is claimed to be more maneu-
verable, so they may have done the swash plate
swap, which would be good.

 But the really bad news is that they have
discontinued the mCX S-300.  So if you want a
scale bodied version of this micro heli, you are
presently out of luck.

Last year I wrote Horizon and asked if they
planned to bring their mSR out in a scale bodied
version.  They said they did not.  With the drop-
ping of their scale bodied version of the mCX,
those of us who like scale micro helis are simply
up the crick without a paddle.

 When I discovered this, I immediately
went on eBay, with my wife's complete approval,
and purchased one of the ready to fly versions of
the mCX S-300, new in the box, complete with
transmitter.  It is now stored in my humidity con-
trolled basement vault. (Well, it’s not exactly a
vault!)  Someday, it will be worth a fortune!

 Even my wife was upset to learn that the
mCX S-300 was discontinued.  She thinks it is “so
cute” that she insists it be left out for display on the
top of our upright piano.  And every time she
walks through the room while I am flying it, she
says, "Hi, heli!"  (I, of course, have to oblige her
salutation by flying it right up to her and having it

wag its tail.  So far I have managed not to run into
her nose, as I did to my springer spaniel.)

NEW BATTERY IN TOWN!

From the bad news at Horizon, I will now swing
to the good news from Hong Kong. Their newest
battery adds an honest 2 minutes of flight time:

http://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/uh_
viewitem.asp?idproduct=10980

 Its only drawback is that it is slightly too
chubby to easily slide into the battery holders of
the mCX and the mSR and you have to watch that
you do not insert it too far, as it will jam a servo
gear on the control board in the mCX.  I have
come up with a technique that helps insertion, but
you still must be careful.

 First things first: let's get the battery in!
Here are my tips:

 Roll the aluminum packaging and blunt the
insertion end.  Sounds like I am talking cigars
here, no?  No!  Start at the end that will be inserted
in the battery holder.  Find a smooth hard surface
that your wife won't kill you for possibly marring.

http://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/uh_viewitem.asp?idproduct=10980
http://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/uh_viewitem.asp?idproduct=10980


 Hold onto the battery, and gently, but firm-
ly, fold or round the sharp corners inward.  This is
the blunting of the end part.  Then take the battery
and roll it, one edge at a time, and then repeat the
end blunting roll.  Your battery will now go into
the battery holder.  Check the following photo out:

 Back to the battery.  I have cycled three of
these batteries about 6 times and came up with the
following anecdotal evidence regarding their
claimed 30C discharge and 160 mAH capacity.

 By comparison to the cheaper 138 cells,
which give an honest 6 minutes of flight time,
these batteries give an honest 8 minutes.

I am being conservative with these observations,
as they can be run a minute or so longer on the 138
cells, and two minutes longer on the 160 cells, but
I am afraid their life spans will be shortened if I
always run them down to the low voltage cutoff
point.

 From my experience, the cells are in the
range of 130 to 140 mAH in the capacity depart-
ment, and I have no idea on the discharge claim,
although one modeler in their forums claims he
has measured their discharge rate at 20C.

 As Hong Kong is notoriously optimistic
with their claims, both of these figures sound right.
What I can say about discharge rate is that they
easily power the more amp hungry mSR.

SUMMARY:

 For those of us who fly indoors primarily
during the winter months, our new season has
arrived.  In the coming chapters of Heli Corner, I
will review the Tandem Rescue and the mSR.
These, of course, will be my slightly off beat kind
of reviews, but I hope you can pick up some
helpful tips, as these tiny fascinating birds do have
their quirks!

 And if any manufactures wants a “straight
soap” review, contact John Worth and he will give
his address and then forward samples to me for
review.

INDEX TO PAST MICRO HELI ARTICLES
BY DICK ADAMS:

Chapter 1: January 2010 RCMW: overview of
E-flite mCX S-300, basic heli control functions,
micro builder’s perspective, web resources

Chapter 2: March 2010 RCMW: component life
spans, battery options, counting flights, charging
at 1C with other than stock charger

Chapter 3: April 2010 RCMW: DIY micro ball
link removal tweezers and eBay part sources
cheaper than Horizon Hobby

Chapter 4: May 2010 RCMW: Fast Forward to a
more responsive mCX



 During a recent workshop/basement clean-
up, I came across an old electric-powered free-
flight model called the “Fuddy-Duddy” that was
designed by Gary Lacey, kitted by Takeoff 2000,
and published in the August 1999 issue of Flying
Models magazine.
 When I picked it up, my first reaction was
“this model is really heavy”!! So I decided to build
an upgraded, lighter version using currently avail-
able motors, batteries, receivers and props. Before
long, I realized that the original pusher arrange-
ment was no longer feasible, since the new Li-
Poly cells were much too light (a mixed blessing)
to obtain the correct longitudinal balance.
 Reluctantly, I proceeded to re-configure
the model as a conventional tractor design, al-
though I tried to maintain the original
fuselage/pylon shape and construction, as much as
possible.
 The new propulsion system (7 mm Super
Slick motor, Plantraco 900 mHz Micro 9 receiver,
GWS 2.5” x 1.0” propeller, and a single 130 mAh
Li-Poly battery) weighed 7.9 grams, compared to
the original system (Hi-Line Micro 4 motor,
Comet 3.5” propeller, a pair of 50 mAh AAA
Ni-Cad cells, and a switch) that weighed 21.5
grams.
 Due to this significant weight reduction,
the upgraded model now flies considerably slower
than the original design. Both versions use the
same 3.25” x 16” elliptical foam wing.
 FOOTNOTE: Initially the motor run was
controlled by an “educated guess” at the battery
charging time prior to launch. The modified set-up
allows real-time proportional control of both the
motor run time and speed.



 In each issue of RCMW, in addition to
plans of projects submitted by our regular contrib-
utors, we will have a selection of Plans and 3-
Views.  These will be selected from the archive of
plans being held by the International Model Air-
plane Plans Cooperative.  The goal of this group is
to archive and make available as many of the
model airplane and related plans as possible from
sources world-wide.

 You can see a brief explanation of the
group, their goals and members by clicking on the
link below.

www.co-op-plans.info/co-op.html

 A website is being prepared and will be up
and running RSN (Real Soon Now)

 The plans shown on the following pages
are taken from the archives of the co-op.  They are
available free to paid subscribers to RC Micro
World.  The plans are in the form of full sized PDF
files that can be printed out by any large format
printer/plotter capable of accepting PDF files and
paper up to 36 inches wide.

 Most of the office supply  stores these days
have such machines available to provide prints

and copies for architects and engineering offices
in their local area.  Many architects and engineers
also have these large format machines and will be
willing to provide prints if approached properly.

 A brief description of the offerings in this
issue follows:

 First up is the updated version of Bill
Dean’s Duo Monoplane using salvaged electric
ducted fan units.  You can view the plan in his
article HERE - It looks like a slick unit and is easy
to build as well.  It is Archive #003013

 Next is a scale FF model of the Whitman
BUTTERCUP, a homebuilt full scale airplane
designed by Steve Wittman.  The model, a 1 inch
to 1 foot (1/12 scale) was designed by Steve Lam-
bert and appeared originally in Model Airplane
News of December 1959.  With a 28 inch wing-
span and 118 square inches of wing area it is a
good size for converting from its original .049
engine power to RC Electric.  Archive #003012

 Our third plan for this issue one we have
labeled the STYRO MITE II. (Archive #003010)
It was orginally designed by Aubrey Kochman
and published in the old Air Trails magazine in
August 1961.  Original power was the then new
Cox .010 engine which was a real “screamer” with
its small diameter propeller.  We call it the
STYRO MITE II because it has been reduced from
its original 33 inch span to 24 inches to qualify for

Tommy Gray’s SOT (Small Old Timer) project.
For more info about this, click  HERE

 Next up is Robert Morrison’s nice 3-View
of the BELLANCA JR from Model Airplane
News of June 1938.  Archive #003011, it has been
scaled to a wingspan of 24 inches and has a wing
area of 79.5 square inches.  I have a soft spot for
Bellanca designs since I worked for the company
as an engineer a LONG time ago.

 Speaking of the old Air Trails magazine,
the Bill Barnes stories and Tinsley’s drawings
were always avidly read and studied.  A 3-View of
the Barnes SNORTER is included from the March
1951 issue of Air Trails.  It has a wingspan of 17
inches and an area of 46 square inches.  It’s Ar-
chive #001201

 And how about the beautiful STINSON
RELIANT?  This Megow kit plan with its 23 inch
wingspan would make a good Micro RC conver-
sion as well.  Archive #002107

 And last, we’ve included the full size
STYRO MITE at 33 inches span if you want to
build it in it’s original size.  Archive #003009

 On all of these plans that have been re-
duced from their originally published sizes, you
will need scale the sizes of materials to match.  Or
even just replace the original structures with foam
or carbon fiber or some other modern material.

http://www.co-op-plans.info/co-op.html














CDs and DVDs available from the Digital Library

Bob Aberle’s CD “Book” about Indoor/Micro
Radio Controlled model aircraft - The Why
and the How from an experienced modeler

Available Now!

Price - $10 postage paid in the USA
Add $3 for shipping to other countries

Order - ABERLE CD

We are putting the back issues of RC Micro
World on DVD so that you can refer to them

easily and print out desired pages
The DVD of all back issues from the first one
in May 2005 through December 2009 will be

available in February of 2011

Price - $10 postage paid in the USA for sub-
scribers to RC Micro World

Price for non-subscribers is $15
Add $3 for shipping to other countries

Order - RCMW DVD

NOW - The Model Airplane News Publica-
tion RC MICRO FLIGHT editited by John
Worth was the prececessor to RC Micro
World but publication stopped in 2005.
That’s one of the reasons that RC Micro

World was started, to fill the void left by the
demise of RC MICRO FLIGHT.

We now have permission to digitize and pro-
vide DVDs of this publication also.  A DVD
containing all issues from the first in 1999

through the final issue in 2005 will be avail-
able in July of 2011 when we finish the

scanning process.

Price - $15 postage paid in the USA for sub-
scribers to RC Micro World

Price for non-subscribers is $20
Add $3 for shipping to other countries

At last!! After well over 500 hours of work
scanning every one of the approximately
35,000 pages, the complete run of MODEL

BUILDER magazine, originally published by
Bill Northrop, is now available on DVD.

All 295 issues from Volume 1, Number 1
from September of 1972 through the final is-

sue of October 1996 are included
Also included is an extensive index of plans

in the form of an Excel spreadsheet file that is
searchable.  This that simplifies searching for

the over 1000 plans and 3-Views included
over the 25 years that the magazine was pub-
lished.  You can find any plan by name or au-

thor and go directly to the issue in which it
appeared.

All files are PDF files and can be viewed or
printed using the free Adobe Acrobat Reader
software provided by Adobe.  If you do not
have this software on your computer, a li-

censed copy is included with every set of the
DVDs.  This is the Windows based version of
the Adobe Reader.  If you are running a MAC
computer, Adobe also has a free version for
the MAC that can be downloaded form their

website www.adobe.com

Available Now!

Price - $75
Postage paid worldwide

Order - MB DVD

http://www.paypal.com/
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